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ABSTRACT 
Background: Metabolic syndrome has reported prevalence of 33.4% with the WHO, 22.6% with the NCEP-R, and 

30.9% with the IDF criteria in urban population. As per the literature, in non-insulin dependent diabetic patients, the 

consistency of IDF and NCEP-R in picking up Metabolic Syndrome was greater than the WHO criteria. 

Aim: This study aimed at evaluating three different diagnostic criteria of Metabolic Syndrome according to their 

sensitivity and specificity, then in order to suggest the most suitable criteria we compared the relation of WHO with 

IDF and NCEP-R.  

Material and Method: The type of this study was descriptive case-control study and it was carried out in the 

Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Center of Lahore General Hospital, Lahore. We gathered data of 3300 patients 

from November 2011 to November 2013 and interviewed them for demographics like diet, activity status, smoking 

habit and history of alcohol intake, biochemical parameters were identified by laboratory analysis and anthropometric 

measurements were carried out manually. The data analysis was done using SPSS version 23 using Chi-square test 

and Kappa statistics. 

Results: The incidence of Metabolic syndrome in non-insulin dependent diabetic patients according to WHO criteria 

was highest, followed by IDF and NCEP-R. IDF and NCEP-R had better specificity as compared to WHO criteria. 

Positive Predictive Value (PPV) was high for NCEP-R and Negative Predictive Value (NPV) for IDF. Kappa showed 

both were in agreement, with IDF criteria better. 

Conclusion: WHO criteria was most sensitive in picking diagnosis of MetS. IDF was second in sensitivity and 

NCEP-R was most specific. There is need to improve awareness, in view of the alarming number of patients.  
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INTRODUCTION 
The combination of various cardio-metabolic risk 

factors like insulin resistance, deranged lipid profile, 

central obesity and hypertension is termed as Metabolic 

syndrome1, 2, 3. It is estimated that approximately 25% 

of the people living on this planet are suffering from 

this disease and it has led to an increased incidence of 

stroke and cardiac diseases2.Prevelance of insulin 

resistance is pretty high in patients suffering from 

Metabolic syndrome and might reach up to five times 

than normal population1. The pivotal pathogenesis 

underlying metabolic syndrome is insulin resistance and 

it is exacerbated by increased body fat4.The 

accumulation of excess fat around viscera is one of the 

key causes of metabolic syndrome6. 

 Patient gender, age, cultural background, country 

of origin and ethnicity all influence the prevalence of 

metabolic syndrome5. Different diagnostic criteria have 

been used to conduct various studies on metabolic 

syndrome, which had led to a great variation in the 

results of these studies, so it was need of the hour to 

compare the different diagnostic criteria for diagnosing 

metabolic syndrome, as it has effected a large 

population of our society. Majority of studies have 

focused on relationship between metabolic syndrome 

and heart attack, and considered it as a robust indicator 

of non-insulin dependent diabetes mellitus7, 8. It has 

been found that higher waist circumference has a 

stronger association with metabolic syndrome than 

higher BMI9, 10, 11. As is evident by the fact that those 

patients having higher waist circumference with BMI 

between 25 to 34.5 kg/m2 are more prone to getting 

diabetes, deranged LFTs, hypertension, stroke and 

myocardial infarction9. It has been seen that Asians 

living in America have higher waist circumference and 

BMI, so they are more likely to suffer from the 

metabolic syndrome10, 11. IDF and NCEP-R have 

defined metabolic syndrome in a very similar manner in 
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contrast to the definition of WHO. However there are 

slight differences on comparing IDF and NCEP-R, the 

important one being that IDF does not include 

measurement of waist circumference. According to IDF 

central obesity is defined as BMI > 30kg/m2, thus 

excluding all patients with central obesity. According to 

IDF criteria, people from different geographic locations 

have different waist cut off points, however NCEP-R 

focuses on only one waist criteria for people of all 

geographic locations on earth, irrespective of their 

cultural backgrounds.  

 Prevalence rates are different for different 

populations, as shown in the literature that it is between 

13-30% for Caucasian non-diabetic12, 13 and 70-80% for 

Caucasian diabetic populations14,15. According to Eregie 

and Edo et al in Benin City, WHO showed rate of 

33.4%, NCEP-R showed 22.6% and IDF had 

30.9%16.According to Ahmed A et al, NCEP-R was 

more sensitive than IDF. 1 

 Considering the above discussion, it was need of 

the hour to make a comparison of different diagnostic 

criteria and to establish the sensitivity and specificity of 

one diagnostic criteria over the other. We will also try 

to find out the best diagnostic criteria among our 

population and to establish a correlation between them.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
The type of this study was a descriptive cross-sectional, 

case-control study and it was carried out in the 

Diabetes, Endocrine and Metabolic Centre (DEMC), 

Department of Medicine of Lahore General Hospital, 

Lahore. Data was collected from November 2011 to 

November 2013, from 3300 patients who were already 

diagnosed with type2 diabetes mellitus including both 

males and females in equal proportions. The study was 

approved by the Ethical Review Committee of, Ameer-

ud-Din-Medical College/Post Graduate Medical 

Institute/Lahore General Hospital. The data was 

collected for parameters of age, sex, diet, exercise, 

smoking, alcohol consumption, lipid profile, BMI and 

waist circumference. A standard method for measuring 

waist was applied that is with a measuring tape 

horizontally, between the lower margin of ribs and the 

upper border of the iliac crest, most likely at the level of 

umbilicus.12. 

 According to WHO criteria, metabolic syndrome 

was defined as presence of diabetes in any form, along 

with any two of either hypertension, disturbed lipid 

profile, low high density lipoproteins, increased waist 

hip ratio, presence of micro-albuminuria or increased 

albumin – creatinine ratio, with varying values in both 

genders9.  

 According to Revised NCEP-R criteria (2001), 

presence of any three of the following defined 

metabolic syndrome: higher waist, raised triglycerides, 

decreased high density lipoproteins, elevated blood 

pressure and high fasting blood sugar18, 20. 

 According to IDF, obesity was defined according 

to their geographical location and ethnicity along with 

presence of any two of the following i.e raised 

triglycerides, decreased high density lipoproteins, 

hypertension, raised fasting blood sugar levels or non-

insulin dependent diabetes mellitus and if BMI was 

above 30 kg/m2, then it was not necessary to measure 

waist circumference19.  

 The data was then analysed using SPSS version 16 

and chi-square test was used for making a comparison 

of proportions taking P value of less than 0.05 as 

statistically significant. Kappa statistical analysis was 

used to analyse degree of agreement to compare 

performance of IDF and NCEP-R with WHO criteria. 

 

RESULTS 
Our results showed that, the incidence of metabolic 

syndrome was found to be highest according to WHO 

criteria (92.7%) followed by IDF and NCEP-R (Figure 

1). The chi square value for prevalence of metabolic 

syndrome according to WHO criteria was 2236.285, for 

IDF was 1658.845 and for NCEP-R was 1529.277 

(Table 1). The WHO criteria was used as standard and 

then compared with the other  

 two. The results showed that the sensitivity of IDF 

(88.4%) was higher than the NCEP-R criteria (84.6%), 

however NCEP-R criteria (98.8461%) had better 

specificity as compared to IDF (98.5384).The positive 

predictive value of the NCEP-R was greater (99.121%) 

than that of IDF (98.93%). The IDF criteria had a 

negative predictive value of 84.66% higher than the 

NPV of NCEP-R criteria i-e 80.66%. The kappa value 

for IDF criteria was 0.845 as compared to the NCEP-R 

criteria which had kappa value of 0.803(Table 2).  

 

 
Figure 1: Illustrating the incidence of Metabolic 

Syndrome in type2 diabetic patients 
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Table 1: Comparison of the prevalence of metabolic syndrome using three different criteria in T2DM patients 

Parameters T2DM X2 Df P value 

Yes No 

WHO criteria      

MetS 1870 

(92.7%) 

130 

(10.1%) 

 

2236.285 

 

1 

 

.000 

No MetS 148 

(7.3%) 

1152 

(89.9%) 

IDF criteria      

MetS 1661 

(82.3%) 

126 

(9.8%) 

 

1658.845 

 

1 

 

.000 

No MetS 357 

(17.7%) 

1156 

(90.2%) 

NCEP-R criteria      

MetS 1591 

(78.8%) 

116 

(9.0%) 

 

1529.277 

 

1 

 

.000 

No MetS 427 

(21.2%) 

1166 

(91.0%) 

X2= chi square, df= degree of freedom, p value= probability value.  

 

Table 2: Comparison of performance and level of agreement of IDF and NCEP-R with WHO criteria 

Criteria WHO Sensitivity Specificity PPV NPV Kappa 

 

Agreement 

MetS No MetS % % % % 

IDF         

MetS 1768 

(88.4%) 

19 

(1.5%) 

88.4 98.5384 98.93 84.66 .845 Almost 

perfect 

No MetS 232 

(12.6%) 

1281 

(98.5%) 

NCEP-R         

MetS 1692 

(84.6%) 

15 

(1.2%) 

84.6 98.8461 99.121 80.66 .803 Almost 

perfect 

No MetS 308 

(15.4%) 

1285 

(98.8%) 

X2= chi square, df= degree of freedom, p value= probability value, PPV= positive predictive value, NPV= negative 

predictive value 

 

DISCUSSION 
The prevalence of obesity in 2001 was 20.9%, as 

compared to 19.8% in 2000. Similarly, incidence of 

diabetes increased from 7.9% vs 7.3% from 2000 to 

2001 and BMI > 40 by 2.3%8. There was a strong 

relationship between overweight and obesity. According 

to Movakovic et al, the incidence of metabolic 

syndrome in type2 diabetics was 87.1%13 and our 

results reported a prevalence of 92.7%, thus indicating 

that WHO criteria was not sufficient to differentiate 

between populations of different cultural and ethnic 

backgrounds. Similarly, according to Ergie et al 

prevalence of metabolic syndrome was 87.1%16 and 

Ahmed et al, reported a prevalence of 81.4% in type2 

diabetics17. The results reported a high prevalence of 

metabolic syndrome in type2 diabetics. The difference 

from our study with same geographical background and 

culture values may be due to eating habits, physical 

activity status or level of  education, which require 

further exploration. 

 Chan JM et al stated that it was better to use waist 

circumference as an indicator of metabolic syndrome 

relationship between abdominal adiposity and diabetes9. 

As, IDF criteria uses ethnic specific values for waist 

circumference and in our region, central obesity was 

assumed as waist above 90 cm in males and above 80 

cm in females. However if BMI was above 30 kg/m2 

then obesity was presumed2. According to our study the 

prevalence of metabolic syndrome according to IDF 

criteria was 82.3%, Movakovic et al reported a 
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prevalence of 64.5%13, Ergie et al reported 61.3%16 and 

Ahmed A et al reported 86.7%17. Our findings were 

similar to those of Ahmed A et al thus supporting the 

notion that prevalence of metabolic syndrome varies 

with cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  

 NCEP-R criteria used waist circumference for 

central obesity but without following ethnic specific 

values and also not considering increased waist 

circumference for diagnosing metabolic syndrome. Our 

resukts showed that the prevalence of metabolic 

syndrome according to NCEP-R was 78.8%. 

Movakovic et al reported a prevalence of 61.3%13, Ergie 

et al reported 61.3%16 and Ahmed A et al reported 

91.9%17. Thus again strongly suggesting that we need 

ethnic specific values for diagnosing metabolic 

syndrome. 

 Our results showed that IDF criteria was more 

sensitive in identifying the disease as compared to 

NCEP-R criteria but the specificity of NCEP-R was 

more than IDF. Alberti KG et al reported in AusDiab 

study that the proportion of populations identified by 

WHO and NCEP-R was same3. Similarly, according to 

Movakovic et al the sensitivity of IDF criteria was more 

than the NCEP-R criteria but he stated that there 

specificity was same13. Contrary to that Eregie A et al 

reported almost same specificity of IDF and NCEP-R 

criteria16. The probable reason for this difference being 

the variation in the population being studied. Our results 

showed that PPV of NCEP-R was superior to the IDF, 

but the NPV of IDF was greater than NCEP-R criteria. 

Contrary to our results Ghanassia et al 21 reported the 

PPV and NPV of IDF and NCEP-R opposite to our 

results. This variation might be explained by the size of 

sample taken, the ethnic and cultural background and 

trends of eating and drinking habits. Kappa statistic was 

used to calculate the level of agreement between WHO 

criteria with IDF and NCEP-R respectively. Although, 

both had almost perfect level of agreement but the 

kappa value of IDF was higher (0.845) as than that of 

NCEP-R (0.803). To sum up, we can conclude that IDF 

criteria was superior to NCEP-R criteria in diagnosing 

metabolic syndrome. The reason being it fits more with 

our patients due to variation in waist circumference.  

 

CONCLUSION  
Our study advocated that for diagnosing metabolic 

syndrome in diabetics all the three diagnosing criteria 

showed consistent results. However, if we just want to 

assess the prevalence in our population then we can use 

WHO criteria, as it captures the most number of patients 

along with identifying the population at risk. 

Meanwhile, IDF criteria had better sensitivity and 

NCEP-R criteria had better specificity. NCEP-R had 

higher PPV and IDF criteria had higher NPV.  

 The degree of agreement through kappa statistics 

also suggested that both can be used for calculating 

metabolic syndrome, with IDF criteria having 

significance over NCEP-R.  

 The proportion of patients suffering from 

metabolic syndrome is alarmingly high, we need to 

formulate strategies to control this number from 

increasing. Although, our resources are scanty but we 

can devise strategies and increase awareness in public to 

focus on primary prevention by sensitizing public and 

private organizations.  
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